
DIVETRACK
AUTOMATIC 24H CENTRAL 

CHRONOGRAPH



The Divetrack is unparalleled as the world’s only 
existing mechanical diving chronograph. With its 
innovative movement architecture and a design 
that prioritises function, it represents Singer’s 
ultimate vision in diving watch technology. A 
pinnacle of practical, high-end mechanics for the 
diving connoisseur and watch enthusiasts alike. 

The Singer Divetrack is a pioneering timepiece 
that marries the brand’s iconic design ethos with 
an unprecedented Automatic 24-hour central 
chronograph function, marking  a   new era  in the  
world  of diving  watches. 

DESIGNED
TO DIVE

DIVETRACK

Conceived by Marco Borraccino with a vision to 
achieve what has never been done before: a true, 
mechanical, purpose-driven, fully operational 
diving chronograph. The Singer Divetrack is 
designed to be an indispensable companion 
before, during, and after your dive. It’s a watch 
that respects the traditions of dive watches while 
boldly advancing their functionality.
 
Enter Divetrack
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START / STOP PUSHER

Poussoir Start / Stop

PUSHER PROTECTION

Protège poussoir

SCREW-DOWN WINDING CROWN

Couronne visée
ZERO-RESET PUSHER

Poussoir de remise à zéro

DECOMPRESSION TIME 

UNIDIRECTIONAL TURNING BEZEL

Lunette unidirectionnelle des 
temps de décompression

JUMPING HOURS HAND

Aiguille des heures sautantes

JUMPING MINUTES HAND

Aiguille des minutes sautantes

SWEEPING SECONDS HAND

Aiguille des secondes traînantes
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DAY-TIME INDICATION INDEX

Index des heures

HELIUM ESCAPE VALVE

Valve à Hélium

DAY-TIME INDICATION RING

Disque des heures
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DIVE (6-18h)
Indicates when you’re clear to dive again after 
fulfilling the required surface interval.

FLY (18-24h)
Post-dive, this area reminds you of the safe window 
before flying to avoid health risks like pulmonary 
embolism. It’s essential to wait at least 18 hours 
after your last dive before flying, as per PADI guidelines.

CHILL (0-6h)
This zone helps you determine the necessary surface 
interval before your next dive, based on factors like 
previous dive duration, depth, and frequency.
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